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The Testing Fallacies
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An Introduction to the Art of Unit Testing in PHP (Zend Developer Zone) 
http://devzone.zend.com/1115/an-introduction-to-the-art-of-unit-testing-in-php/

“If you don’t like […] testing your product, most likely your customers won’t like 
to test it either.” - Anonymous

http://devzone.zend.com/1115/an-introduction-to-the-art-of-unit-testing-in-php/


#1 
It’s time consuming and takes 
too long
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#2 
Complex code cannot be 
tested
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#3 
So long as it works, I don’t 
need to write tests
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#4 
Testing is boring
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Refactoring becomes easier

Some benefits of Testing
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Users don’t discover all the 
bugs

Some benefits of Testing
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We can know when its time to 
stop coding!

Some benefits of Testing
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Improves code quality

Some benefits of Testing
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Four flaws of Testability
"Think about testability when you write code, not when you write the test” 
- Bill Shupp
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Guide: Writing Testable Code (Miko Hevery RSS)  
http://misko.hevery.com/code-reviewers-guide/

http://misko.hevery.com/code-reviewers-guide/


Flaw #1: Constructor does real work

new keyword in a constructor 
or at field declaration
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Flaw #1: Constructor does real work

Static method calls in a 
constructor
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Flaw #1: Constructor does real work

Anything more than property 
assignment in constructors*
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Flaw #1: Constructor does real work

Object not fully initialized after 
the constructor finishes (watch 
out for initialize methods)
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Flaw #1: Constructor does real work

Control flow (conditional or 
looping logic) in a constructor
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Flaw #1: Constructor does real work

Code does complex object 
graph construction inside a 
constructor rather than using a 
factory or builder
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Flaw #1: Constructor does real work

Adding or using an initialization 
block
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Flaw #2: Digging into Collaborators

Objects are passed in but 
never used directly (only used 
to get access to other objects)
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Flaw #2: Digging into Collaborators

Law of Demeter violation: 
method call chain walks an 
object graph with more than 
one dot (.)  
or object operator (->)
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Flaw #2: Digging into Collaborators

Suspicious names: context, 
environment, principal, 
container, or manager
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Flaw #3: Brittle Global State & Singletons

Adding or using singletons
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Flaw #3: Brittle Global State & Singletons

Adding or using static 
properties or static methods
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Flaw #3: Brittle Global State & Singletons

Adding or using static 
initialization blocks
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Flaw #3: Brittle Global State & Singletons

Adding or using registries
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Flaw #3: Brittle Global State & Singletons

Adding or using service 
locators  
(e.g. “Give me one of these”)
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Flaw #4: Class Does Too Much

Summing up what the class 
does includes the word “and”
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Flaw #4: Class Does Too Much

Class would be challenging for 
new team members to read 
and quickly “get it”
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Flaw #4: Class Does Too Much

Class has properties that are 
only used in some methods
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Flaw #4: Class Does Too Much

Class has static methods that 
only operate on parameters
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Dependency Injection
“A $25 term for a $.05 concept” - James Shore
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 1 class Bad 
 2 { 
 3   private $db; 
 4  
 5   public function __construct() 
 6   { 
 7     $this->db = new DbObject(); 
 8   } 
 9  
10   public function findOne($id) 
11   { 
12     return $this->db->query("SELECT * from table WHERE id = $id LIMIT 1"); 
13   } 
14 } 

Dependency Injection
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 1 class Good 
 2 { 
 3   private $db; 
 4  
 5   public function __construct($db = null) 
 6   { 
 7     $this->db = $db; 
 8   } 
 9  
10   public function setDb($db) 
11   { 
12     $this->db = $db; 
13   } 
14  
15   public function findOne($id) 
16   { 
17     return $this->db->query("SELECT * from table WHERE id = $id LIMIT 1"); 
18   } 
19 } 

Dependency Injection
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Dependency Injection

 1 class DbObjectMock 
 2 { 
 3   public function query() 
 4   { 
 5     return array("foo"); 
 6   } 
 7 } 
 8  
 9 class MyTest extends PHPUnit_Framework_TestCase 
10 { 
11   public function testGood() 
12   { 
13     $good = new Good(); 
14     $good->setDb(new DbOjectMock()); 
15     $this->assertNotEmpty($good->findOne(42), "Query didn't work"); 
16   } 
17 } 



Getting Started
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“The best [testing] can do, is assure that code does what the programmer thinks 
it should do” - James Grenning



Test Driven Development (TDD) 

Composer 

PHPUnit, Simple Unit, FUnit, Behat 

Selenium 

Travis CI, Jenkins

Things To Look At
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Tips for existing code
“Imperfect tests, run frequently, are much better than perfect tests that are never 
written at all” - Martin Fowler
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Tips for existing code

Start small
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Tips for existing code

Get help from other team 
members and create a vision
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Tips for existing code

Find something that works and 
can scale 
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Tips for existing code

Be consistent and don’t give 
up
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Tips for existing code

Dedicate a portion of time for 
creating tests
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Tips for existing code

When a new bug comes in, 
code a test
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Tips for existing code

Run tests frequently
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Tips for existing code

Fix failed tests as soon as 
practical 
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Tips for existing code

Run tests automatically as part 
of a build process
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Tips for existing code

Broken window theory - The 
Pragmatic Programmer
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Tips for existing code

What about Non-Public 
Methods and Properties?
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Non-Public Methods and Properties

 1 class MyMonstrosityClass 
 2 { 
 3   private $secretProperty = null; 
 4  
 5   private function _hasSecretProperty() 
 6   { 
 7     return empty($this->secretProperty); 
 8   } 
 9 } 
10  
11 class MyMonstrosityTest extends PHPUnit_Framework_TestCase 
12 { 
13   public function testMonstrosity() 
14   { 
15     $good = new MyMonstrosityClass(); 
16     $this->assertFalse($mmc->_hasSecretProperty(), "Couldn't read the property"); 
17   } 
18 } 
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 1 class MyMonstrosityClass 
 2 { 
 3   private $secretProperty = null; 
 4  
 5   private function _hasSecretProperty() 
 6   { 
 7     return empty($this->secretProperty); 
 8   } 
 9 } 
10  
11 class MyMonstrosityTest extends PHPUnit_Framework_TestCase 
12 { 
13   public function testMonstrosity() 
14   { 
15     $good = new MyMonstrosityClass(); 
16     $hasSecretProperty = $this->callNonPublicMethod(array($mmc, '_hasSecretProperty')); 
17     $this->assertFalse($hasSecretProperty, "Couldn't read the property"); 
18   } 
19  
20   protected function callNonPublicMethod($callable, $args = array()) 
21   { 
22     list($object, $method) = $callable; 
23     $refelection = new ReflectionClass(get_class($object)); 
24     $method = $refelection->getMethod($method); 
25     $method->setAccessible(true); 
26     return $method->invokeArgs($object, $args); 
27   } 
28 } 



A few success stories
“Quality is never an accident; it is always the result of intelligent effort.” 
 – John Ruskin
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